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Beauty island is the name behind the whole Bridal Story of the Brides of Patna. 
We are the Best Beauty Parlour Parlour in Patna catering to the Makeup Services in Patna and Bihar as a
whole though it's in Salon | on venue Makeup Services. Our Bridal Makeup Artists are the Best Bridal
Makeup Artists in Patna making Beauty island the Best Salon in Patna. We are only the Ladies Beauty
Parlour in Patna having the highest No of Professional Bridal Makeup Artists with an accuracy level of 100
% as far the expectation of the Brides in a particular Look is concerned. We are now having the tag and
known to be the salon which did the highest no of Bridal / Engagement / Mehndi / Reception Makeup done
in Patna so far. We are in business for almost 15 years now, we have mastered the skill of makeup up to
the international level. That’s why we have been repeatedly recognized by several organizations and being
awarded by Kareena Kapoor Khan, Karishma Kapoor, Preity Zinta, and many more for the same. Whether
you will be interested in HD / Airbrush / Nude / Natural / Subtle / Glam whatever the Makeup you would like,
we have a variety of range and Looks to satisfy your every wish & expectation. We believe "it’s your
wedding and you are the STAR of the day" so your wish must get fulfilled. Just Call or WhatsApp on
7250547186 to have an elaborate discussion on your desired Bridal Makeup Look. Loreal Bridal Makeup in
Patna with the most affordable Loreal Bridal Makeup Price is being done only at Beauty island Loreal
Professional Salon. When you contact us feel free to ask about the Bridal Makeup Charges or the Bridal
Makeup Price in Patna at Beauty island Salon, believe me, it's so pocket-friendly.
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Address
Pillar No 29, Above Mufti Showroom, in front of Shiv Mandir, Raja Bazar, Khajpura,
Patna, Bihar 800014

Contact Person Anupma vatsa

Mobile Number 07250547186

Email beautyislandpatna@gmail.com
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